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undamental problem of heat transfer within a half-space due to
moving heat source of hyperelliptical geometry is studied in this
ork. The considered hyperelliptical geometry family covers a
ide range of heat source shapes, including star-shaped, rhombic,
lliptical, rectangular with round corners, rectangular, circular,
nd square. The effects of the heat source speed, aspect ratio,
orners, and orientation are investigated using the general solu-
ion of a moving point source on a half-space and superposition.
electing the square root of the heat source area as the charac-
eristics length scale, it is shown that the maximum temperature
ithin the half-space is a function of the heat source speed (Peclet
umber) and its aspect ratio. It is observed that the details of the
xact heat source shape have negligible effect on the maximum
emperature within the half-space. New general compact relation-
hips are introduced that can predict the maximum temperature
ithin the half-space with reasonable accuracy. The validity of the

uggested relationships is examined by available experimental
nd numerical data for the grinding process, for medium Peclet
umbers. For ultrafast heat sources, an independent experimental
tudy is performed using a commercial CO2 laser system. The
easured depth of the engraved grooves is successfully predicted
y the proposed relationships.
DOI: 10.1115/1.4003155�

eywords: moving heat source, half-space, temperature
istribution, arbitrary geometry, modeling

Introduction
The problem of stationary and moving heat sources applies to
any fields of engineering such as metal cutting, spot welding,

aser cutting, laser surface treatment, friction between mechanical
arts, and tribological applications including ball bearing and gear
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design �1–5�. In many circumstances, the size of the heat source
compared to the conducting body is small enough that a heat
source on a half-space assumption can be made. There are many
studies in the literature that focused on finding the transient and
quasi-steady temperature distribution within a half-space due to a
moving heat source; examples are listed in Table 1.

Among the available references, there are few that deal with
various geometric shapes of heat sources �6–8�. Tian and
Kennedy, Jr. �6� used a combination of point source solution �9�
and the Green’s function method to develop accurate correlations
for the circular and square heat sources. These correlations were
used to formulate models for predicting flash temperatures �i.e.,
maximum surface temperature� in sliding asperities for any speed.
Using the classical point solution, Hou and Komanduri �7� devel-
oped a general solution for elliptical and rectangular heat sources
with different heat flux intensities of uniform, parabolic, and nor-
mal. Their method requires different length scales and constant
parameters for different geometries to compute the temperature
distribution within a half-space. Muzychka and Yovanovich �10�
showed that the thermal resistance of a moving heat source is a
weak function of source shape if the square root of the heat source
area is selected as a characteristic length scale in all calculations.
Based on this argument and using the solutions for stationary and
ultrafast heat sources, they �10� proposed a general solution to
predict the thermal resistance of a moving heat source of arbitrary
shape. Most recently, Laraqi et al. �8� used the Fourier transform
to investigate the maximum contact temperature for three configu-
rations: �i� rectangular source on a rectangular prism, �ii� elliptic
source on a rectangular prism, and �iii� eccentric circular source
on a rotating cylinder. By varying the values of geometric param-
eters in the provided solutions, they �8� proposed a solution for
various particular cases such as strip, rectangular, square, elliptic,
and circular moving heat sources.

Present work discusses various aspects of the fundamental
problem of heat transfer within a half-space due to a moving heat
source of arbitrary shape. This paper has two objectives: �i� per-
form a systematic study on the relevant geometrical parameter
effect on the maximum temperature within a half-space due to a
moving heat source of arbitrary but symmetrical shape �this will
eventually lead to simplified models for an arbitrarily shaped
moving heat source� and �ii� present new compact relationships
for the hyperelliptical family of heat sources, which provide
analytical-based compact solutions that are essential for basic de-
signs, parametric studies, and optimization analyses required for
many engineering applications. The hyperelliptical geometry is
considered since it covers a wide variety of symmetrical shapes
including the star-shaped, rhombic, elliptical, circular, rectangular,
and squared. The proposed model is validated with numerical and
experimental data from different studies for rectangular and
square geometries. Moreover, a CO2 laser system is used to en-
grave grooves on wooden substrates over a wide range of laser
power and the beam speed. Measured depth are compared against
those predicted by the theory presented in this work with accept-
able accuracy.

2 Theory
Figure 1 schematically shows the geometry of a symmetrical

moving heat source of arbitrary shape on a half-space. The math-
ematical problem consists in finding the solution for temperature
rise defined as �=T�R , t�−T0, where T0 is a reference temperature,
for any point in the moving coordinate of �X=x−Ut ,y ,z� to the
three dimensional diffusion equation with constant thermal prop-
erties �see Fig. 1� �11�,

�2� −
U

�

��

�X
=

1

�

��

�t

Initial condition:
� = 0, t = 0 everywhere
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Table 1 Summary of previous studies on moving heat source in the literature

uthor Year Method Source shape Heat flux Comments

arslaw and Jeager �9� 1959 A
Point, line,

and infinite strip Uniform - Introduced the heat source approach.

akazawa �26� 1966 N Infinite strip Uniform - Approximate relationship for the maximum temperature
rise within a half-space as a function of Peclet number.

- Width of the source in the moving direction as a length
scale.

aek and Gagliano �27� 1972 A/E Circle Uniform - Half-space and finite body.
- Instantaneous point source method.

- Transient solution in the form of the modified Bessel
function of first kind.

- Integral over the surface of the heat source is
numerically solved.

eichert and
chonert �12�

1978 A Line, plane, and cube Uniform - Exponential transformation is used.
- Effect of aspect ratio and source speed are numerically

investigated.

ager and Tsai �28� 1983 A/E Circle Gaussian - Superposition of instantaneous point sources with
different powers.

- Single integral that is solved numerically.
- Heat source radius as the length scale.

erauchi et al. �13� 1985 A Rectangle, square,
and circle

Uniform/parabolic - Single and double heat sources.
- Effect of the aspect ratio is investigated.

- Width of the source in the moving direction and source
radius as the length scale for rectangular and circular

heat sources, respectively.

hang �29� 1990 A
Thin rod and
infinite plane Uniform - Transient solutions for 1D problem in an infinite body.

ian and
ennedy, Jr. �6�

1995 A Ellipse/rectangle Uniform/parabolic - Green’s function method and point source method are
used.

- Maximum and average surface temperatures are
obtained for the entire range of Peclet numbers.

- Length scale is the diameter/width of the circular/
square source.

anca et al. �30� 1995 A Circle Gaussian - Three dimensional problem in a finite body is solved
using Green’s function method.

- Source radius as the length scale.

evtushenko et al. �31� 1997 A Circle Uniform - Transient problem is solved using a finite Fourier
transform.

- Final solution is in the form of an infinite integral of
the Bessel functions of first and second kinds.

- Source diameter as the length scale.

eng et al. �32� 1997 A Cylinder �thin rod� General
- General transient solutions in the form of an infinite

series.

ubair and
haudhry �33,34� 1996/1998 A

Point source
and infinite plane

Uniform but
time dependent - Transient problem is solved.

ato and Fujii �35� 1997 E Infinite strip Uniform - Temperature measurement using PVD films.
- Maximum temperature rise for different grinding wheel

materials is reported at different locations within the
workpiece.

- Source width as the length scale.

aebernick et al. �36� 1999 A/E Circle Gaussian - Pulsed laser is considered.
- Proposed models are in the form of double integrals.

eder et al.�37� 1999 N Circle Uniform - Finite element method is used.
- Source diameter as the length scale and entire range of

Peclet numbers are investigated.
64502-2 / Vol. 133, JUNE 2011 Transactions of the ASME
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Table 1 „Continued.…

uthor Year Method Source shape Heat flux Comments

ou and
omanduri �7�

2000 A Ellipse/rectangle Parabolic,
uniform,

and normal

- General solution based on the point source method is
proposed.

- Final solution in the form of triple integrals.
- Different length scales are used for different source

shapes.
- Approximate relationship is proposed elliptical heat

source and uniform and normal flux.

u and Malkin �25� 2001 E Infinite strip Uniform
- Comparison between three different grinding

temperature measurement techniques.

uzychka and
ovanovich �10�

2001 A Arbitrary shape Uniform,
parabolic,
isothermal

- Thermal resistance for arbitrary shape contacts is
investigated.

- Approximate relationship is proposed for uniform and
parabolic distribution square root of source area as the

length scale.

ick and Furey �24� 2003 A Square Uniform - Single and multiple heat sources are considered.
- Surface temperature distribution is reported for 20

different materials.
- Width of the source as a length scale.

aı̄ri �38� 2003 A Circle Uniform - Thermal resistance due to moving multiple sources.
- Two layer half-space is studied.

- Models are in the form of double series.
- Source diameter as the length scale.

araqi et al. �8� 2004 A Ellipse/rectangle Uniform - Three configurations are investigated: �i� rectangular
source on a rectangular prism, �ii� elliptic source on a

rectangular prism, and �iii� eccentric circular source on a
rotating cylinder.

- Fourier transform is used.
- Square root of the source area as a length scale for the
dimensionless temperature and source major axis/width

along the moving direction for Peclet number.

i et al. �39� 2004 A/N/E Circle Gaussian - Volumetric and surface heating are compared for
quasi-steady solution.

- Green’s function method is used.
- Source diameter as the length scale.

uo and Lin �40� 2006 A Rectangle Uniform
- Temperature distribution due to the grinding process is

investigated.

ianco et al. �41� 2006 N Circle Gaussian
- Transient temperature distribution is solved using the

FE method.

en and
honsari �42� 2007 A Infinite strip

Uniform/
oscillatory

- 2D temperature distribution due to an oscillatory heat
flux is obtained using Duhamel’s theorem and finite

element method.

evin �43� 2008 A Line/circle Uniform,
Gaussian

- General solution using the method of images is
obtained for quasi-steady solution.

- Trailing temperature is well captured by this method.
- Final solution in the form of the green function and

double integrals.

araqi et al. �44� 2009 A Circle Uniform - Governing equations are solved for both a circular pin
and a rotating disk.

- Fourier and finite Henkel integral transforms are used.
- Source diameter as the length scale.

u et al. �45� 2010 A/N/E Square Uniform - Laser quenching of cylindrical workpiece is
investigated based on the point source method is

proposed.
- FE numerical validation is performed followed by

experiments using a CO2 laser system.
ournal of Heat Transfer JUNE 2011, Vol. 133 / 064502-3
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Boundary conditions:

− k� ��

�z
�

z=0

= q̇ �on the heat source�

− k� ��

�z
�

z=0

= 0 �elsewhere�

Tx,y,z→� = 0 �1�
he solution to Eq. �1� for a hyperelliptical heat source defined as

X� /���n+ �y� /b��n=1, can be obtained by superposition of point
ources �7,12� over the heat source area in the dimensionless mov-
ng coordinate of �X�=X /L ,y�=y /L ,z�=z /L�

�� =�
−a�

a� �
−�ma��1 − ��/a��n�1/n

�ma��1 − ��/a��n�1/n
e−Pe�X�−���

4�R� �ePeR�

erfc� R�

2	Fo

+ Pe	Fo� + e−PeR�

erfc� R�

2	Fo
− Pe	Fo�
d��d�� �2�

here a� and b� are the dimensionless major and minor axes, n
etermines the shape of the geometry �see Fig. 2�, ��=�k / q̇L,
e=UL /2�, Fo=�t /L2, L is the characteristic length, and R�

	�X�−���2+ �y�−���2+z�2. The hyperellipse yields many spe-
ial cases by setting the values of n and the aspect ratio �m

Fig. 1 Schematic of a symmetrical mov

Fig. 2 Hyperellipse as a general symmetric ge
star shape „n<1…, „b… rhombic „n=1…, „c… ellipt

=4…, and „e… rectangular „n\�…

64502-4 / Vol. 133, JUNE 2011
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=b /a. Therefore, the solution developed for the hyperellipse can
be used to analyze a variety of geometries, including star shapes,
ellipses, circles, rectangles, squares, diamondlike geometries, and
line sources. Note that �m accounts for the effect of the heat
source orientation and can have any value in the range of 0
��m��.

Selection of the characteristic length, L, is an arbitrary choice
and can be defined for each geometry individually. For instance,
for a circular or square source, the best choices are the source
diameter and width, respectively �6�. For an elliptical or rectangu-
lar source, on the other hand, the axis of the source in the moving
direction can be selected as the length scale �7,13�. When dealing
with an arbitrary geometry, it is essential to select an appropriate
length scale to obtain more consistent results. It is demonstrated
�14,15� that for stationary heat sources when the square root of the
heat source area, 	A, is chosen as the characteristic length scale,
similar trends for various heat source shapes are obtained. We
examined this length scale �i.e., 	A� for moving heat sources later
by using L=	A, consistently throughout the present analysis.

A closed form solution for Eq. �2� cannot be found even for
simple geometries such as ellipse or rectangle; thus, we solved it
numerically. An in-house computational code is developed in
MAPLE 11 �16� to solve the double integral in Eq. �2�. To ensure
that the same heat flow rate enters the half-space for different
geometries, the total source area is kept constant throughout the

plane heat source with arbitrary shape

etry covers an array of source geometries: „a…
l „n=2…, „d… rectangular with round corners „n
ing
om
ica
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ntire analysis. It should be noted that in Eq. �2�, quasi-steady
ondition is achieved very fast �e.g., for a typical value of Pe
10, the transition times for the steady-state condition for a 1
1 mm2 square heat source are 20 ms and 400 ms for stainless

teel and wood, respectively�. Hence, in most applications, it can
e assumed that the quasi-steady condition is reached very fast;
hus, only steady-state condition is considered though this work.

Experimental Study

3.1 Test Procedure. Grooves were ablated in wooden �red
ak� surfaces using a CO2 laser system �Universal Laser system,
odel VSL 3.60, Scottsdale�. The system has a CO2 laser car-

ridge rated at a maximum power of 60
10% W that produces
n invisible continuous infrared beam at a wavelength of
0.6 �m. The movement of the mirrors and lens assembly is
chieved by a motor and controlled by an operating software. The
aser system works with vector and raster modes to produce lines
nd filled shapes, respectively. The system was set to vector mode
or single pass ablation in this work. Laser power and speed were
et as a percentage of maximum using the laser control software.
he system was rated to run at the maximum raster beam speed of
55 mm /s
2% �45 in./s� according to the manufacturer. Since
he maximum vector mode speed was lower than the raster mode,
he beam speed in the vector mode was determined by measuring
he amount of time required for the beam to engrave a straight line
ith a specific length. The focal length of the lens was
0.8 mm
4% �2 in.�, which according to the manufacturer
pecifications generated a circular spot size of 127 �m
4%
0.005 in.�. The laser was focused by controlling the “z” position
f the workstation for different material thicknesses. The measure-
ent showed that the percentage system changed the beam speed

roportionally with respect to the maximum speed, which corre-
ponds to the Peclet number of Pe=130
12%.

Commercial red oak was purchased with the thickness of
mm
8% and was cut to form rectangular 30	60 mm2 sub-

trates. Red oak was used because of its opacity, with an absorp-
ion coefficient of 0.91
5% �17� at the wavelength of 10.6 �m.

oreover, red oak does not melt during the pre-ignition process,
nd its radiative ignition temperature is available in the literature
17–20�. The opacity of the material helps to assume that the
xternal radiation is absorbed at the surface of the substrate. The
ubstrate width and height were large enough to ensure the half-
pace assumption. Following the laser exposure, the channel depth
as determined by taking the images of channel cross-section
sing a charge coupled device �CCD� camera mounted on an in-
erted microscope �Unitron, Commack, NY� at the magnification
f 10	. Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram of the laser beam,
he engraved groove, and the cross-sectional image of the wooden
ubstrate �red oak� following laser exposure at the typical relative
eam speed of U�=U /Umax=0.6 and relative power of P�

P / Pmax.=0.4. Images were analyzed in the image processing
oftware �ScopePhoto 2.0� in which each pixel is calibrated using
20 line/mm optical ruler �Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ�. La-

er ablation of red oak is a complicated process that includes
roduction of char and endothermic decomposition �19,21�. How-
ver, these effects are not considered in this work, and the surface
f each channel is assumed to be an isotherm with the red oak
urning temperature of �b. This simplification is shown to be valid
or a wide range of beam speed and laser power.

3.2 Uncertainty Analysis. The groove depth, dg, is a complex
unction of laser power, q̇, beam speed, U, spot size, ds, thermal
iffusivity, �, and absorption coefficient, �. The maximum uncer-
ainty for the groove depth measurements can be calculated from

22�
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dg

dg
=	�q̇

q̇
�2

+ �U

U
�2

+ �ds

ds
�2

+ ��

�
�2

+ ��

�
�2

�3�

With the maximum estimated uncertainties of the relevant param-
eters listed in Table 2, the maximum uncertainty is estimated to be

13.9%.

4 Parametric Study and Approximate Models
The influence of the relevant important parameters on the tem-

perature distribution due to a moving plane source is investigated.
The effects of the shape parameter, n, the heat source aspect ratio,
�m, and the source speed �Peclet number, Pe�, on the temperature
field within the half-space at quasi-steady condition are discussed
in detail in the following subsections. The trends of the results are
studied for a range of each parameter, while the remaining param-
eters are held constant. The heat source area is kept constant
through the entire study to ensure that the same heat flow enters
the half-space.

4.1 Shape Parameter, n. The variation in the maximum tem-
perature, �max

� , within the half-space with respect to the shape
parameter, n, is plotted in Fig. 4 for two typical values of aspect
ratios: �m=0.1 and 0.5 and Peclet number of Pe=10. The solid
lines represent the mean values of calculated results. As can be
seen, the effect of the heat source corners on the maximum tem-
perature is small �within 
2% of the average value� and thus can
be neglected.

4.2 Aspect Ratio, εm. Figure 5 shows the variation in the
maximum temperature, �max

� , with aspect ratio on the surface of a
rectangular heat source for different values of Peclet number. For

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the laser beam, the engraved
groove, and cross-sectional image of the wooden substrate
„red oak… following laser exposure at the typical relative beam
speed of U�=U/Umax=0.6 and relative power of P�=P/Pmax.
=0.4. Image is taken by an inverted microscope „Unitron, Com-
mack, NY… with a 10� magnification.

Table 2 Estimated uncertainty of involving parameters in the
analysis

q̇ / q̇ U /U ds /ds � /� � /�

11.1% 2% 3.9% 5% 5%
JUNE 2011, Vol. 133 / 064502-5
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ery slow heat sources, �i.e., Pe→0�, the maximum temperature
ithin a half-space can be obtained from the stationary heat

ource solution �14�,

�max,s
� =	�s

�
� sinh−1��s�

�s
+ sinh−1� 1

�s
�� �4�

here �max,s
� is the maximum temperature due to a stationary heat

ource. The aspect ratio of a stationary heat source is denoted by
s=b /a such that 0��s�1. Equation �4� shows that for a station-
ry heat source, the highest maximum temperature occurs at the
spect ratio of 1 �e.g., square or circle�. For a moving heat source,
s the source speed increases, �i.e., Peclet number increases�, the
aximum temperature drops, the peak in the plot occurs to the

ower aspect ratios, and the effect of the source orientation be-
omes less significant �see Fig. 5�. This means that for heat
ources with similar speed and areas, those which are elongated in

ig. 4 Effect of heat source shape on the quasi-steady maxi-
um temperature for two typical aspect ratios, 0.1 and 0.5, and
eclet number of Pe=10

ig. 5 Effect of the aspect ratio on the maximum temperature
f a plane moving heat source at various source speeds „Peclet

umber…

64502-6 / Vol. 133, JUNE 2011
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the direction of motion have higher temperatures. For very high
Peclet numbers, i.e., Pe0�102�, it can be shown that �max

�

�Pe−1.2�m
−1/4 �10�.

4.3 Source Speed, Pe. Variation in the maximum surface
temperature as a function of Peclet number for a typical aspect
ratio of �m=1 is plotted in Fig. 6. When a heat source moves at
higher speeds, it spends shorter time at each spot; thus, less heat is
transferred to the half-space and the maximum temperature de-
creases. Two asymptotes can be recognized for each aspect ratio:
�a� very slow �Pe→0� and �b� ultrafast moving heat source �Pe
→��. The maximum surface temperature for low Peclet numbers
�i.e., Pe�0.1� can be obtained from Eq. �4�. Since the source
corners have negligible effect on the maximum temperature
�14,15�, Eq. �4� can be applied to other geometries such as ellipse,
rhombic, star-shape, and rectangle with rounded corners with rea-
sonable accuracy. For ultrafast moving heat sources �i.e., Pe→��,
Muzychka and Yovanovich �10� used the same approach of Jaeger
�23� to obtain the maximum temperature due to an elliptical heat
source as a function of Peclet number and aspect ratio. Comparing
to the relationship provided by Jaeger �23� for a rectangular shape,
it can be observed that the maximum temperature of an elliptical
heat source �n→2� is 6.25% higher than that of a rectangular heat
source �n→�� with the same area. Following the approach of
Muzychka and Yovanovich �10�, Eq. �5� is developed for ultrafast
finite moving heat sources of hyperelliptical shapes,

�max,f
� =

0.825

�Pe	�m�1/2
�5�

where �max,f
� is the maximum temperature rise due to a fast mov-

ing heat source. Equation �5� accurately predicts the maximum
surface temperature over the range of 0.5��m�1.

4.4 Distance From the Source Surface, z�. In Fig. 7, the
maximum temperature at different z-planes, �max

� �z��, is nondi-
mensionalized with respect to the maximum temperature at the
surface of the half-space, �max,0

� , and plotted against the dimen-
sionless depth for three typical aspect ratios of 0.1, 0.5, and 1.
Two geometries are considered: rectangle with a typical Peclet
number of Pe=10 and stationary elliptical source. It can be seen

Fig. 6 Maximum temperature as a function of Peclet number
for aspect ratio of εm=1, a typical value. Note that two asymp-
totes for stationary, Pe\0, and fast moving heat source, Pe
\�, can be recognized in the present plot.
that the temperature decreases rapidly at points near the heat
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ource surface followed by a gradual change with increasing
epth. Interestingly, although �max

� /�max,0
� changes with the Peclet

umber, it is independent of both the corners �n� and the aspect
atio ��m�.

4.5 Approximate Model. To develop a general compact rela-
ionship for the maximum temperature, we use the asymptotic
lending method of Churchill and Usagi �36�. This method allows
he combination of asymptotic solutions to generate a model that
s valid for all values of the dependent parameter as follows:

�max,0
� = � 1

��max,s
� �m +

1

��max,f
� �m�−1/m

�6�

here �max,s
� and �max,f

� are obtained from Eqs. �4� and �5�, respec-
ively, and m is a correlation parameter. A single value of m=2
as found to give excellent agreement between the model and the

ig. 7 Variation in �max
� /�max,0

� as a function of dimensionless
epth for elliptical „n\2… and rectangular „n\�… heat sources
ith Pe=10 and various aspect ratios

Table 3 Computed flash temperature a

Material
	A

��m�
k

�W/m K� Pe

Al 194.4 237 1
Si 28.2 148 0.2
Ti 125.2 21.9 6.7
V 93.4 30.7 4.5
Cr 90.4 93.7 1.6
Mn 58.2 7.8 13.4
Fe 111.4 80 2.5
Co 90.4 99.2 1.7
Ni 69.6 90.7 1.5
Cu 112.8 401 0.5
Zn 163.8 116 2
Zr 83.8 22.7 3.4
Mo 65.2 138 0.6
Rh 91.4 150 0.9
Pd 96.2 71.8 2
Ag 112.8 429 0.3
Hf 75.4 230 0.3
W 48.4 174 0.4
Pt 101 71 2
Au 132.6 317 0.5

a
Diff. %=�num.�31�−�model /�num.�31�	100.
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solution of Eq. �2�. Note that variation in �max,s
� with respect to the

heat source aspect ratio is negligible for 0.5��s�1, and the av-
erage value of �max,s

� =0.555 can be used instead of Eq. �4�. There-
fore, Eq. �6� reduces to

�max,0
� = �3.240 + 1.474Pe	�m�−1/2, 0.5 � �m � � �7�

Knowing that the ratio of �max
� /�max,0

� is a weak function of the
heat source aspect ratio �see Fig. 7�, the following relationship is
proposed for �max

� /�max,0
� by curve fitting:

�max
�

�max,0
�

=
9e−z�

�3 + z�	�Pe�2
, z� � 1 �8�

The proposed relationship is found to be accurate within 16%
when compared against the full analytical results for z��1.

5 Comparison With Experimental and Numerical
Data

Vick and Furey �24� computed the maximum temperature due
to frictional heat generation between two sliding surfaces of
square shape for the Peclet number range of 0.2�Pe�14. Table 3
shows the comparison between their results and those obtained
from Eq. �7� with good agreement. Xu and Malkin �25� performed
an experimental study to measure the temperature distribution
within the workpiece of a grinding machine by using embedded
thermocouples. The contact area in their work �25� is a rectangle
that is elongated in the perpendicular direction of motion. The
corresponding Peclet number and source aspect ratio for the ex-
perimental data are Pe=2.85 and �m=4.39, respectively. Other
experimental conditions are listed in Table 4. Figure 8 shows that
the experimental data are well predicted by Eqs. �7� and �8� with
the accuracy of 
10%.

In an independent experiment, we used the proposed relation-
ships to estimate the depth of channels engraved by a CO2 laser
system in wooden �red oak� substrates. The channel depth for a
specific power and speed is estimated using Eqs. �7� and �8� by
letting the maximum temperature to hold the value of auto-
ignition temperature of red oak �i.e., the burning temperature of a
material heated via radiation without any additional high-
temperature heat source �20��. A value of �=1.53
	10−7 m2 /s
5% is taken as the red oak thermal diffusivity �20�

he surface of various sliding materials

mv /qf �num. �24� �model Diff. %a

0.57 56 56.98 �1.75
0.51 625 649.95 �3.99
0.71 719 715.01 0.55
0.68 753 754.74 �0.23
0.59 296 294.38 0.55
0.77 3519 3537.44 �0.52
0.63 267 268.63 �0.61
0.6 277 279.12 �0.77
0.59 397 400.31 �0.83
0.54 59 59.86 �1.46
0.61 129 129.06 �0.04
0.65 1195 1189.53 0.46
0.54 295 295.52 �0.18
0.56 189 191.14 �1.13
0.61 354 355.02 �0.29
0.53 56 57.08 �1.92
0.52 157 156.26 0.47
0.53 322 321.59 0.13
0.61 337 341.96 �1.47
0.54 64 6.44 �0.65
t t

q
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o compute the Peclet number. The reported auto-ignition tem-
erature for the red oak is in the range of 420–500°C when it is
rradiated by a CO2 laser �20�. The maximum and minimum val-
es of this range are used to compute the upper and lower bounds
or the channel depth. In our calculations, the reference tempera-
ure, T0, is assumed to hold the value of room temperature �i.e.,
0°C�. Figures 9 and 10 show the measured and estimated values
f the channel depth as a function of the beam speed and power,
espectively. Each data point in Figs. 9 and 10 is the average of at
east five measured values. The error associated with the averag-
ng method and the accuracy of the depth measurement method

5 �m� are reported as error bars in Figs. 9 and 10. Good
greement between the estimated and measured values can be
bserved.

Summary and Conclusion
A comprehensive study on the effect of relevant geometrical

arameters on the maximum temperature within a half-space due
o a symmetrical moving heat source of arbitrary shape is per-
ormed in this work. The following summarizes the results of the
resent study.

• The heat source exact shape �e.g., corners� has a minimal
effect on the maximum temperature within a half-space if
the square root of source area is selected as a characteristic
length throughout the analysis.

• Maximum temperature within a half-space decreases when

able 4 Grinding conditions for experimental study of Xu and
alkin †25‡

arameter Value

heel diameter 406 mm
heel width 12.5 mm
epth of cutting 20 �m
orkpiece dimension 44	19	25 mm3

heel velocity 58 m/s
orkpiece moving velocity 0.018 m/s

emperature measurement methods Embedded thermocouple
Two color infrared detector

Foil workpiece thermocouple

ig. 8 Maximum dimensionless temperature in a half-space.
ectangular heat source with Pe=2.86 and aspect ratio of εm
4.39; experimental data from Ref. †25‡; see Table 4 for the

xperiment parameters.
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the source speed increases. This is due to the fact that the
heat source spends shorter time at each spot in higher
speeds; thus, less heat is transferred to the half-space.

• For very low heat source speeds, i.e., Pe→0, the effect of
source orientation on the maximum temperature becomes
insignificant, and the highest temperature occurs at the as-
pect ratio of 1 �e.g., square or circle�. However, when the
source speed increases, the effect of source orientation be-
comes significant, and the highest temperature occurs for the
sources that are elongated in the direction of motion.

• The normalized maximum temperature within the half-

Fig. 9 Effect of laser beam speed on the depth of engraved
channels using single pass ablation. Square „�… and delta „�…

symbols are the present experimental measurements for per-
centage powers of 20% and 40%, respectively. Two limits of the
reported ignition temperature are shown as the dashed line for
500°C and solid line for 420°C.

Fig. 10 Effect of laser power on the depth of engraved chan-
nels using single pass ablation at maximum beam speed.
Square „�… symbols are the present experimental measure-
ments maximum beam speed. Two limits of the reported igni-
tion temperature are shown as the dashed line for 500°C and

solid line for 420°C.
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space, �max
� /�max,0

� , is found to be only a function of source
speed �i.e., Peclet number�. This is valid when the depth is
up to the order of the length scale.

Based on the abovementioned observations, new compact rela-
ionships are proposed to predict the maximum temperature within
he half-space over the entire range of Peclet numbers. In contrast
o the available studies in the literature, the proposed relationship
overs a wide range of symmetrical geometries and accounts for
he effect of the heat source shape and orientation. The validity of
he suggested relationships are examined by available experimen-
al and numerical data for the grinding process for medium Peclet
umbers, 0�Pe�14. For ultrafast heat sources �50�Pe�130�,
n experimental study is performed using a commercial CO2 laser
ystem.
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omenclature
A � heat source surface area, m2

a � hyperellipse major axis, m
a� � dimensionless major axis of hyperellipse
b � hyperellipse minor axis, m

b� � dimensionless minor axis of hyperellipse
dg � groove depth, m
ds � laser beam size, m
Fo � Fourier number, �t /L2

k � thermal conductivity, W/m K
n � shape parameter for hyperellipse

Pe � Peclet number, UL /2�
P� � laser beam relative power
q̇ � released energy per unit time per unit area,

W /m2

R� � dimensionless distance from the origin in the
moving coordinate, m

U � heat source speed, m/s
U� � laser beam relative speed

T � temperature at any arbitrary point, K or °C
To � initial temperature, K or °C

reek
� � thermal diffusivity, m2 /s

�m � moving source aspect ratio, b /a
�s � stationary source aspect ratio, b /a
L � characteristic length, m
� � temperature rise �T−To�, K or °C

�� � dimensionless temperature rise, �k / q̇L2

�max,0
� � dimensionless maximum temperature rise

within a half-space due to a moving source
�max,s

� � dimensionless maximum temperature rise
within a half-space due to a stationary source

�max,f
� � dimensionless maximum temperature rise of a

very fast heat source
� � absorption coefficient
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